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PTOLEMY papers: Over 100+ citations and growing

Cosmic Neutrino Background
Number density:

nn = 112/cm3

1 sec

Temperature:

Tn ~ 1.95K

Radiation ~1/a4

Time of decoupling:

tn ~ 1 second

Matter
~1/a3

~50% of the Total Energy Density
of the Universe
neutron/proton ratio
@start of nucleosynthesis
Part I

Introduction

Velocity distribution:

“I’m astounded by people who want to ‘know’ the Universe
when it’s hard enough to find your way around Chinatown”
Woody Allen
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Figure 1: Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). What produced them?
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The Microscopic Origin of Structure
TASI 2009: The Physics of the Large and the Small

The fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see Fig. 1) tell
an amazing story. Measured now almost routinely by experiments like the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), the temperature variations of the microwave sky bear testimony of
minute fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe. These fluctuations grew via gravitational instability into the large-scale structures (LSS) that we observe in the universe today. The
success in relating observations of the thermal afterglow of the Big Bang to the formation of structures billions of years later motivates us to ask an even bolder question: what is the fundamental
microphysical origin of the CMB fluctuations? An answer to this question would provide us with
nothing less than a fundamental understanding of the physical origin of all structure in the universe.
In these lectures, I will describe the currently leading working hypothesis that a period of cosmic
inflation was integral part of this picture for the formation and evolution of structure. Inflation [1–3],

Dicke, Peebles*, Roll, Wilkinson (1965)
Cosmology's Century (2020)
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Non-linear distortions
Villaescusa-Navarro et al (2013) 3

Relic Neutrino Sky Map
Simulation

Line-of-Sight

Line-of-Sight

Line-of-Sight

http://arxiv.org/abs/2103.01274 First citation came from Jim Peebles
4
Tully, Zhang, https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2021/06/053
“Multi-Messenger Astrophysics with the Cosmic Neutrino Background”, JCAP 06 (2021) 053

Zone of Avoidance (Blind Spot)
Milky Way

RB Tully et al. Nature 513 , 71-73 (2014)
http://doi.org/10.1038/nature13674

Neutrinos can see behind the Milky Way!
If relic neutrinos exist in the Universe today, then we can validate
the over- and underdensities in the nearest 100-200 Mpc
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https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/10/science/astronomy-galaxies-attractor-universe.html

Neutrino capture on Tritium

Tritium β-decay
(12.3 yr half-life)
Neutrino momentum ~ 0.17 meV
For mn = 50 meV,
KE = p2/2m
= 0.17 meV (0.17 meV/100 meV)
= 0.3 µeV

Ultra-Cold!

6
Neutrino momentum

Detection Concept: Neutrino Capture
• Basic concepts for relic neutrino detection were laid out in a paper by
Steven Weinberg in 1962 [Phys. Rev. 128:3, 1457] applied for the first
time to massive neutrinos in 2007 by Cocco, Mangano, Messina
[DOI: 10.1088/1475-7516/2007/06/015] (no molecular smearing included)

What do we know?
Electron flavor expected with

m > ~50meV
from neutrino oscillations
Gap (2m) constrained to

m < ~200meV
from precision cosmology
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CnB Detection Requires:
few x 10-6 energy resolution set by m
KATRIN ~ 10-4 (current limitation)

PTOLEMY:
10 x 10
(compact filter) x (microcalorimeter)
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PTOLEMY Conceptual Block Diagram
Target:
Relic Neutrino
Capture

110 mK has been fabricated and a photon counting experiment with a light source of 439 nm (2.824
eV) shown the capability to count single photon with a standard deviation of 0.37 eV and a pulse
decay time of 8.3 µs. To reduce the energy resolution toward the 0.05 eV needed from PTOLEMY
experiment a reduction of the thickness of the Ir film and of its critical temperature will be
investigated.
At the INFN-MIB unit a new read out line for TESs is currently in development in collaboration with
the Princeton and with the StarCryo CryoElectronics groups. This read out is based on low noise dcSQUID and will be used to characterize the TESs developed by the INRiM and the INFN-GE Units. The
group is also designing the needed modifications to the cryogenics system in order to host the
radiation sources (LED or e-gun) used to test the TESs at very low energies. PTOLEMY will employ
many TESs, arranged in arrays, to cover a larger area. In order to limit the number of readout SQUID
channels, the INFN-MIB unitTheisINRIM
studying
a microwave
multiplexing
readdevoted
out starting
from-2
the of the experimental
activity
during last months
has been
to the improvement
experience gained within thesetup.
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been added a magnetic shield connected to the 3K stage of the ADR refrigerator. This is
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fundamental to guarantee the proper function of the dc-SQUID amplifier, that is very sensitive to
stray magnetic field, included the earth field. Preliminary tests shown the effectiveness of the shield.
A new PCB for the dc-SQUID mounting has been designed and a new SQUID-holder and connection
with the detector holder is under development.
At INFN-GE the development of TESs based on Ir is underway. A device with a critical temperature of
110 mKmounted
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and a photon
experiment
a light source
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experiment a reduction of the thickness of the Ir film and of its critical temperature will be
investigated.
At the INFN-MIB unit a new read out line for TESs is currently in development in collaboration with
the Princeton and with the StarCryo CryoElectronics groups. This read out is based on low noise dcSQUID and will be used to characterize the TESs developed by the INRiM and the INFN-GE Units. The
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(a)
(c) needed modifications
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radiation sources (LED or e-gun) used to test the TESs at very low energies. PTOLEMY will employ
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bucket of the magnetic shield; (c) the new PCB for the connection with a two channels dc-SQUID chip; (d) detail of the
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Fig. 5 Histogram of a photon counting experiment with a light source at 439 nm (2.824 eV) obtained with an Ir TES with a
transition temperature of 110 mK. The standard deviation of the first peak,
to the detection
of one(d)photon,
(b)
(a) corresponding
(c)
is 0.37 eV. The photon number resolving capability is demonstrate by the presence in the histogram of 3 separated peaks.
In the inset a picture of the device is shown.
Fig. 4 (a) Drawing of the inner part of the ADR cryostat with the mounted magnetic shield on the upper part; (b) the
bucket of the magnetic shield; (c) the new PCB for the connection with a two channels dc-SQUID chip; (d) detail of the
bonding on the chip.

Fig. 5 Histogram of a photon counting experiment with a light source at 439 nm (2.824 eV) obtained with an Ir TES with a
transition temperature of 110 mK. The standard deviation of the first peak, corresponding to the detection of one photon,
is 0.37 eV. The photon number resolving capability is demonstrate by the presence in the histogram of 3 separated peaks.
In the inset a picture of the device is shown.
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Fig. 5 Histogram of a photon counting experiment with a light source at 439 nm (2.824 eV) obtained with an Ir TES with a

https://ptolemy.lngs.infn.it

transition temperature of 110 mK. The standard deviation of the first peak, corresponding to the detection of one photon,
is 0.37 eV. The photon number resolving capability is demonstrate by the presence in the histogram of 3 separated peaks.
In the inset a picture of the device is shown.
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atomic positions. The optimized geometry of SSHGraphene
is shown in Figure 1. As seen from the figure, the cell is
similar to that of graphene, except that the lattice parameter
for SSHGraphene is now enlarged to 2.82 Å, which is larger
than graphane (2.51 Å) as well. Notice that the enhancement is
necessary in order to accommodate the hydrogen atoms, as the
unoptimized unit cell of graphene does not favor the complete
hydrogenation. The increase in the lattice parameter is due to
the increase in the carbon-carbon bonds, which is increased
from 1.42 (in graphene) to 1.63 Å. The increase in the bond
length upon hydrogenation is not surprising, as the same effect

Target: Molecular Broadening
Gaseous target not ideal

T-T à

4.7eV

(T-He3)+*

3H

*Many

close-spaced
ro-vibrational excited states

~1.7eV (T-He3)+*
recoil at endpoint
w/ ~0.3eV spread(*)

3H

3H
1.09 Å

3H

1.63 Å

FIG. 1. (Color online) Hexagonal structure SSHGraphene with
carbon and hydrogen atoms shown in darker and lighter shade,
respectively. The structure has the symmetry of graphene and the
carbon atoms are in a single plane (unlike graphane).

~1eV binding
energy

Planar target: Graphene

Yevheniia Cheipesh, Vadim Chianov, Alexey Boyarsky, https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.10069
“Heisenberg’s uncertainty as a limiting factor for neutrino mass detection in beta-decay”
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Shmuel and Zohar Nussinov, https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.03695
“Quantum Induced Broadening – A Challenge for Cosmic Neutrino Background Discovery”
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Graphene Hydrogenation
XPS Hydrogenation Results from Princeton

40% H
Coverage
àWorld
Record

Y. Raitses et al.

Research support from the
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RF Tracking

11

RF Antenna and Readout
Dutch-led Consortium: *started 9/1/21 (5-year)
https://www.nwo.nl/en/researchpr
ogrammes/dutch-researchagenda-nwa/research-alongroutes-consortia-nwa-orc/awardsnwa-orc

Postdoc position on PTOLEMY R&D

We are looking for a postdoc to work on RF detection R&D for relic neutrino detection with PTOLEMY. The
position – 2+1 years - will be at the University of Amsterdam and at the Dutch Institute for Subatomic Physics
(Nikhef). At the national level we collaborate with the Dutch institute for applied research (TNO) and we have
access to the Nikhef electronics and mechanical workshops. International work is in the context of the PTOLEMY
collaboration.
The ideal candidate would be a particle physicist with relevant experience in RF detection. The R&D work is
aimed at obtaining an RF antenna, readout and DAQ system that can be applied in demonstrator setups that are
currently under development at LNGS (Italy) and Princeton University.
12
Please contact prof. dr. Auke-Pieter Colijn (colijn@nikhef.nl) for more information on this position.
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Filter R&D Development Setup
Andi Tan (Princeton)

Target

RF
EM Filter

Microcalorimeter

Wonyong Chung
(Princeton)
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Zero field (location for TES microcalorimeter)

Electrode Prototype

Wonyong Chung
(Princeton)

Electrode Voltages

Andi Tan (Princeton)
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Filter Performance
Improves as B2 for a fixed filter dimension
Figure 6:
and net GCS y-velocity along the center line for several rounds of iteration starting with
~10eV
(inthe0.4m)
18.6
keVpoint
@ 1T
a 3 T initial field. The
quadrupole
of theà
magnetic
field and
end of the filter electrodes are
indicated with dotted
lines. keV @ 3T à ~1eV (in 0.6m)
18.6

Figure 7: Di↵erence
in filterhttps://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10388
performance for 1 T vs. 3 T starting magnetic field. The initial transverse
16
PTOLEMY
Collaboration,
kinetic
energy
of the electron
18.6 keV. The
final GCS transverse
energy is 1.2 eV for 3 T and
“Low
Field
Optimization
of theis PTOLEMY
Electromagnetic
Filter”kinetic
(in peer-review)

9.3 eV for 1 T. The growth of the cyclotron radius of the electron as B decreases puts a ceiling on filter

Achieves Required Magnetic Field Map

Tolerance test:
0.5mm electrode misalignment
compensated w/ 2% accuracy voltage adjustment

PTOLEMY Collaboration, https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10388
“Low Field Optimization of the PTOLEMY Electromagnetic Filter” (in peer-review)
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MicroCalorimeter R&D
!" = $ %&'( − %*'+,"* + !&'( + ./&0++
Now: 0.11 eV @ 0.8 eV and 106 mK and 10x10 µm2
TiAuTi 90nm [ Ti(45nm) Au(45nm) ] (t ~137 ns)
5x reduction requested
Design Goal (PTOLEMY): DEFWHM = Coupling:
0.05 eV @ 10 eV
chip
4 (4 ≤ 7/9) • alignment through the
2
translates
to
∆2
∝
2
2.36
4
Now: 0.11 eV @ 0.8 eV and 106 mK and
10x10
µm
• small
core fibers
2
TiAuTi 90nm
Ti(45nm)
DEFWHM[ =
0.022 eVAu(45nm)
@ 0.8eV ]
5x reduction requested

tetf = 147ns

E T3/2

ΔΕFWHM= 0.12
@ 1545nm

C. Portesi et al, IEEE Trans App Supercond, 25, 3, (2015)

2.36 4

Eugenio Monticone - Workshop on Axion Ph

2

E T3/2

PTOLEMY Collaboration Meeting, LNGS, June 19-21, 2019 – M.Rajteri

3/17
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3-axis stage, controlled by DC s

Eugenio Monticone - Workshop on Axion Physics and Experiments 2017

TES Layout 2021
20 µm x 20 µm

100 µm x 100 µm

Mauro Rajteri, Eugenio Monticone and others, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10909-019-02271-x
“TES Microcalorimeter for PTOLEMY”, J. Low Temp. Phys. 199 (2020) 138-142.

End-to-End Evaluation
à Use electrons
à Well-known conversion line source at 17.83 keV
isotopically emitted from 83mKr (1.8 hour half-life)
following 83Rb decay (86 day half-life)
à Controlled source with known emission angle
Operate e-gun with the high B field region?
Time-reversal symmetry allows the filter to run
“in reverse” and act as an acceleration mechanism
à The rear side of the magnet already has a reversed
magnetic field relative to the electric fields
20

Reverse Filter

21

Next Steps for PTOLEMY
Validate entire measurement arm @ few x 10-6
à Build full-scale iron magnet and filter @ LNGS
à Complete two full design cycles of TES @ INRiM
à Integrate measurement arm with RF tracker
(supported by Dutch Research Council grant)
https://www.simonsfoundation.org/2021/01/11/dutch-research-council-awards-1-1-millioneuros-to-neutrino-hunting-ptolemy-project/

Produce filter and target with a scalable technology
à Design/test a superconducting coil filter magnet
à Design/test a Large-Area target geometry
à Integrate with end-to-end tracking simulations
22

Superconducting Coil Design

Tapered dipole
or with counter-dipole

Integrate into existing dual-SC magnet setup @ LNGS
23

Large Area Target Design

Order of magnitude
higher target mass
(as shown) than KATRIN

Target Area and Quantum Properties are final frontiers for PTOLEMY
Recent Papers on Quantum-Induced Broadening: https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.10069,
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.03695
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Project Timeline
Program of Validating Measurement Arm (3-year program)
in parallel with
Design/test of Superconducting Magnet/Large-Area Target
Starting in 2021, expect full SC magnet design, fabrication
and commissioning through summer 2024
Target physics studies expected through 2021-2023 and
fabrication/testing 2023-2025 w/ interface to filter in 2025
Physics program possible starting from ~2025-2026+
Iron Magnet and Filter @ LNGS w/ INRiM TES

Physics Goals:
- Establish experimental
baseline for first CnB Experiment
Based on validation of:
Measurement arm precision
Quantum smearing predictions
Scalability of technology
à Leverage prototype system to
25
explore new physics

PTOLEMY Contacts
R&D_PTOLEMY
Marcello Messina (LNGS)
Chris Tully (Princeton)
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Gianpiero Mangano
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Chris Tully
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RF readout
Alfredo Cocco
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Nicola Rossi
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Multi TES readout
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LNGS support:
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ADDITIONAL SLIDES
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